
 
 

THE COMPETITION COUNCIL 
 

 

DECISION 

 

no CNP – 11 

as of 26 September 2013                                                            mun. Chişinău                                                                      

 

The Plenum of the Competition Council: 

 

For the purpose of enforcing the provision of art. 39 and art. 41 of the Law on 
Competition no 183 as of 14.09.2012, 

Hearing the Note on preliminary examination of the application of JSC 

“ORANGE MOLDOVA”, against the alleged anticompetitive actions of the 
undertaking JSC „MOLDCELL, under art. 53 from the Law on Competition no 183 as 

of 11.07.2012,  

 

HAS FOUND: 

 

 The Competition Council (CC) of the Republic of Moldova examined the 

application no 5342 as of 15.07.2013 submitted by JSC “ORANGE MOLDOVA”, 
requesting the CC to find anticompetitive actions of  JSC „MOLDCELL”, carried in a 

form which shows signs of infringing the Law on Competition no 183 as of 11.07.2012 

and pursuant the provisions of art. 53, para. (3) from the  Law on Competition no 183. 

 
The object of contestations submitted by JSC  “ORANGE MOLDOVA” were 

expressed by invoking the anticompetitive actions of spreading false affirmations about 

the activity of a competitor or its products, affirmations which damage the activity of 

the competitor, pretending the infringement of art 15, let. a) and b) of the Law on 
Competition no 183 as of 11.07.2012. 

 The claims against the company JSC „MOLDCELL” as accepted by JSC  

“ORANGE MOLDOVA”, were materialized by the fact that the first, in the content of 
its  advertising spots, carries out actions of misleading advertising by discrediting, 

slandering and endangering the reputation and credibility of the second, by spreading 

false information about its activity and products as well of the competitor, aimed at 

creating a favorable situation, as well as using dishonest advertising, namely unfair 
comparison of services of JSC „MOLDCELL”, which are being advertised, with similar 

services of JSC “ORANGE MOLDOVA”. Accordingly, besides infringement of the 

provisions of the Law on Competition no 183, they pretended the non-observance of  
provisions of art. 8, para. (3) and art. 9, para. (1), let. a) and b) şi para. (2) of the Law no 

1227 as of 27.06.1997 on advertising.   

In view of explaining the position of CC referring to this problem, and as a result 

of studying and examining the current legislation and all the documents arising from 



this case, in reply to the facts pretended by JSC “ORANGE MOLDOVA” in the 
application submitted to CC, the following have to be mentioned: 

 

The action of broadcasting advertising spots in the form and content presented does not 
show signs of unfair competition, since the content of does not show false affirmations 

about the activity of  JSC “ORANGE MOLDOVA”, or its products/services, certain 

mentioning in this meaning does not occur in the spots at issue, the problem being 

expressed by subjective interpretation of the effects produced by the advertising, 
namely the perception by the  wider public of using in one of the spots orange and 

yellow color as a comparison with the competitor  “ORANGE MOLDOVA”.  

The cause – using orange and yellow color – is not illegal, since these are colors 
of general utility and are protected only as part of certain specific trademarks properly 

registered, trademarks which do not appear in the advertising spots. 

For the same reasons may not be invoked the unfair competition by comparison, 

since the advertising spots do not present at least two products/services of different 
companies comparing them in this respect.   

At that moment, the CC did not identified a reasonable ground for suspecting the 

infringement of the competition legislation and/or qualify the actions of JSC 
„MOLDCELL” with respect to claims of JSC “ORANGE MOLDOVA”  as infringement  

of the Law on advertising. 

Therefore, in view of ensuring cause-effect ratio, the CC considered appropriate to 

submit pursuant to the provisions of  art. 53, para. (3) of the  Law on Competition no 
183, evidence material (ex.: survey or other evidence) in which the consumers shall 

express their opinion about the lawfulness of the  „effect” on the perception according 

to which the content of the advertising of JSC „MOLDCELL” refers to the services of  
ORANGE MOLDOVA. 

JSC “ORANGE MOLDOVA” by letter no 5379 as of 13 August 2013 submitted 

the preliminary report of the company „Marketing Media Index „ LLC, official 

representative in the Republic of Moldova of international company TNS, specialized in 
market research on perception by the broad public of advertising spots of MOLDCELL. 

The report included only partial results of the survey (307 out of 500 planned 

interviews). 
 Subsequently, by letter no 5396 as of 20.08.13 with the entry no 828 as of 

21.08.2013, JSC “ORANGE MOLDOVA” submitted the full report of „Marketing 

Media Index „ SRL (including full results of the survey (500 planned interviews). 

In order to identify the most fair solution to the problem at issue, proceeding from 
the complex character of the actions carried out by JSC MOLDCELL, shown as 

broadcasting advertising spots, an analysis thereof shall be done through the regulations 

of art. 15 from the  Law on Competition no 183 as of 11.07.2012 

  
Therefore, art. 15 din the Law on Competition no 183 regulates the 

anticompetitive action of discrediting competitors and sets that “discrediting 

competitors shall be prohibited, that is slandering and endangering the reputation 
thereof by (let.a)) spreading by a company of false information on its activity, products 

meant to create favorable situation as to some competitors”;  

Comparing the content of advertising spots to the regulation in question, it can be 

stated that in the advertising spot: 



- LIMITED/UNLIMITED did not provide false information on the activity of JSC 
MOLDCELL, on its products and services. There is the possibility of false information 

if the contraposition invoked by JSC “ORANGE MOLDOVA” in its application, 

namely the alleged perception by broad public of the words LIMITED of orange color 
and UNLIMITED of violet color as being comparison of services of JSC “ORANGE 

MOLDOVA” and JSC MOLDCELL, should be obvious not only as hint. If the majority 

of consumers identify in the spot at question MOLDCELL services being compared 

with ORANGE services, such advertising could mislead final users as to the 
characteristics of competing services (offers) (art.16) of JSC „MOLDCELL” and JSC 

„ORANGE MOLDOVA”, since the subscription „Moldcell Business unlimited” differs 

by price (MDL 160 subsequently MDL 150) and by conditions for use (2 years/ 
unlimited time) from the subscription „Orange Business unlimited”. Even the results of 

the survey showed that a small number of interviewed see a hint referring to other 

operator than that being advertised (MOLDCELL) 

 

- CHANGE TO MOLDCELL-HAMALII- SEASON OVER did not provide false 

information on products and/or services, the spot being an appeal to change to JSC 

„MOLDCELL”, keeping the number, without indicating from which company the 
change should occur. As in case of LIMITED/UNLIMITED, JSC „ORANGE” 

mentioned in the application the hint to its services, (mentioning the presence of orange 

color) deducing own conclusions, which did not arise directly from the advertising, and 

which were not shared by the majority of users of mobile telephony.  
In particular, the survey showed a small number of responders who saw a hint 

related to an operator other that the one advertised (MOLDCELL) in the spot at issue. 

 
- CHANGE TO MOLDCELL-CAFENEA shall not be deemed as advertising 

providing false information on the products and/or services, it being the same as the 

previous one, an appeal to change to JSC „MOLDCELL”, keeping the number, and the 

use of the phrase „A FI ÎN RÎND CU LUMEA” (translation: “to join the trend”) shall 
be deemed as appreciative expression of own services rather than an action of spreading 

false information about own services and may not have a complex.  

JSC „ORANGE MOLDOVA” invoked the same form of hint as in previous spots, 
especially the lady wearing orange accessories symbolized „ORANGE” client, who has 

to be convinced to change to „MOLDCELL”. As to the perception of some aspects of 

the spot which could refer to another mobile operator than the one advertised, the 

survey showed a small number of respondents seeing another operator in the spots at 
issue. 

A problem could be the phrase VREAU SĂ FIU CA TOŢI (translation: I want to 

be like all the rest), which could also have a different and complex interpretation, the 

respondents explaining the advantages of MOLDCELL services seen in the advertising 
and presented in the results of the survey. 

Pursuant to the SURVEY presented, the dynamics of the figures is kept almost at 

all interviewing levels. 
As to the CREATING A FAVORABLE SITUATION of the company JSC 

“MOLDCELL” as compared with its competitors on the market, it has to be mentioned 

that the specific of the content of the information disclosed in those three advertising 



spots could only have created a situation of promoting products and services without 
specifying a false information in this respect.  

Asked whether they consider that the advertising spots affected negatively the 

image of „ORANGE MOLDOVA” the respondents said the following: 
 Proceeding from the statements and the data mentioned above and the Note on 

preliminary examination of the application, it can be found that all the three advertising 

spots do not refer to the products and services of „ORANGE MOLDOVA” JSC but 

rather promote services of  „MOLDCELL” JSC. 
Therefore, the spreading of false information on activity and/or products of JSC 

„ORANGE MOLDOVA” may not be invoked as an action of misleading advertising in 

the meaning of art.15, let. b) from the  Law on Competition no 183  regulating 
anticompetitive actions of discrediting competitors and sets that “discrediting 

competitors shall be prohibited, that is slandering and endangering the reputation or 

credibility thereof by spreading by a company of false information on the activity of a 

competitor or its products, affirmations which endanger the competitor’s activity.”  

As to discrediting it is worth mentioning that it lies in spreading derogatory and 

malicious information on the person, company or the products or a competitor or the 

products of a certain group of competitors. Its goal is to decrease the competitor’s 
power and symmetrically to increase own prestige. It the case at issue, no spreading of 

false information was found, and the hints related to the eventual presence of aspects 

linked to it in the content of advertising spots could only subjectively been interpreted 
by mobile users, their identification being related to the qualities of perception, 

detecting and interpreting of each of them. In this respect, the results of the survey 

show a low percentage of those who see in the advertising at issue another operator 

than the advertised one. 

Moreover, there is the possibility that the result of the survey was influenced by 

the way of asking the questions, since once addressed, they already outline an idea 

specifying the presence in the advertising spots of certain aspects as the color for 
instance, which are related to a competitor, but which if not outlined and underlined in 

a question of a survey would not have caught the consumer’s attention. 

This case can rather be a possible flattering advertising. It is about an advertising 
which is carried out by price which the trader brings to own products. Generally, it is 

deemed that superlative advertising is allowed. The traders are entitled to praise their 

products to hyperbole, exaggerating the qualities thereof.  

 However, the instance must be circumstantiated, since the flattering advertising 

for own products implies almost in all cases a negative, derogatory appreciation of 

competing products. Certainly this is the situation of indirect defamation which may 

not be sanctioned and is quite difficult to prove.  

Accordingly, through the specific of anticompetitive action provided for in art. 15, 

let. a) and b) of the Law on Competition no 183 as of 11.07.2012, namely, discrediting 

competitors and the one regulated by art. 8, para. (3) and art. 9, para. (1), let. a) and b) 
and para. (2) of the Law no 1227 as of 27.06.1997 on advertising, the unfair advertising 



carried out by comparison no signs of infringements at issue were found in the actions 
of  JSC “MOLDCELL”. 

 

Considering the findings, the Plenum of the Competition Council, acting 

pursuant to the provisions of art. 41 of the Law on Competition no 183 as of 11 July 

2012) and art. 28 of the Law no 1227-XIII as of 27.06.1997 on advertising on the 

grounds of art. 53, para. (5) of the  Law on Competition no 183: 

DECIDES: 

 

1. To reject the application no 5342 as of 15.07.2013 submitted by JSC 

“ORANGE MOLDOVA”, supplemented by additional letter no 5396 as of 

20.08.13 with the entry no 828 as of 21.08.2013, requesting the CC to find 

anticompetitive actions  on behalf of JSC „MOLDCELL” and to refuse 

initiating proceedings for infringement of provisions of art. 15, let.a) and b) of 

the Law on Competition no 183 as of 11.07.2012  and art . 8, para. (3) and art. 

9, para. (1), let. a) and b) and para. (2) of the Law no 1227 as of 27.06.1997 

on advertising, by JSC “MOLDCELL”. 

2. The decision shall enter into force on the date of its adoption. 

 
 

 

Chairperson of the Plenum of the Competition Council  

 

Viorica CĂRARE 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


